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About This Content

Golfing Over It with Alva Majo's original soundtrack, composed by Iván Gregorio.

Includes 4 mp3 tracks:

· Golfnopedie 1 (2:37)
· Golfnopedie 2 (1:56)
· Golfnopedie 3 (2:20)

· Triple suicidal emoji (1:52)
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See what it would be like to play a VR game inside of Posh Spices head. Stylish French wave shooter that let's itself down by
being another wave shooter and bringing nothing new to the genre apart from its look.
More VR arcade then home user but recommended for wave shooting tragics and only for them.

See video for full review
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Mym_xPQSbvA. Tachyon is a game that, despite it's quality I've never seen much note of - espiecally in it's
origin genre. We all know Elite, and Wing Commander and the X-Wing and TIE-Fighter games and of course Freespace but
what about Tachyon?
I've almost never seen this game outside of a select few videos on YouTube and maybe a sole IGN review and much less any
forum or commentary on it. In the grand scheme of Space Flight Sims I'd say Tachyon is honestly one of the most
underappreciated of it's kind given it's charm, it's atmosphere and the tight arcadey gameplay. It's not open world like some of
it's more noteworthy breatheren and is pretty linear but you do get to pick a side in the after you arrive, which will probably
warrant another playthrough for some. Plus, YOU PLAY AS BRUCE CAMPBELL. Like, NO OTHER game will attain that
sort of badassary.

Not to mention it has one of the tightest stories in a game. You play as Jake Logan, a merc - as you struggle to survive in the
Fringe after being framed for a crime he never commit. The Fringe is a far-flung exile zone far outside the known reaches of
space. The Fringe is dominated by madmen, lunatics, pirates and MegaCorps. It's a simple story premise for what'll be a pretty
average game, or what would've been average had the mission variey not KICKED so much♥♥♥♥♥ Seriously, there's a
segment in the game where you take on a side-quest with two literal space cowboys as they patrol the New Vegas (not that one)
sector, all complete with cliches and overacted comical accents, only accentuated by Bruce Campbell haming it up as well.
Not to mention the pretty killer introduction mission that explains why you ended up in the Fringe in the first place is also one
of the most memorable missions in any game for me personally. I remember being totally taken my surprise and totally invested
when I played the demo for the first time back in the early 2000s.
Of course you've also got your patrols and other standard mission fights and more than enough capital ships to blast to spacedust
to satisfy any pilot.
You'll also have a choice between a number of different Wingmen to bring along side on missions, all with semi-distinct and
varying levels of ham in there personalities. Upon selecting them you'll get a small exchange between Jake and said chosen
wingmen, usually with some hammy overacted cliched personality and something equally as dumb but funny said in the actual
conversation to puncuate things.

While you don't have free-form exploration akin to Freespace you can zap between Systems and take on side missions and do
various activities like gambling or checking out the local system news - or heading to the hanger to check out your ships, buy
upgrades and arms for them or just generally to admire the ship design, which is also another plus. The two MegaCorps that
serve as the two Factions ruling for control of The Fringe are open for your membership after you arrive and will dictate what
ships you'll have access to and of course the story and missions will differ of course - obviously. You'll have choice between the
professional and omnipitent GalSpan Corporation or the scrappy and revolting Bora, and each have various classes of ships that
fit with an overaching aesthetic with the Bora using Mining Vessals and very utilitarian looking spacecraft and the GalSpan have
an almost royal and high class look to their craft.

Beyond the simple buy enjoyably campy premise, the fact Bruce Campbell is what is essientally the condcutor on this whole
journey, the tight dogfights and memorable and awesome missions - I really have to ask - why was this game entirely ignored?
Easily recommended to any pilot of any caliber weather your a seasoned Elite Commander or a DCS fan, hell to really anyone
interested in a campy and hammy space opera.. Very nice demo. I whish to but a game with such a graphic.. So...just to preface
my review I still haven't played Close Your Eyes.

This game takes about 2 hours to play, and it's free. So why not play?

It's not really horror so much as being unsettling. There aren't jump scares per se, but it does make you think. It has an engaging
plot and the puzzles are fun, a little too easy but fun. The music and audio in general is good. Really good.

One issue I personally had was whenever Gwen went to a new world that happened to be really engaging - like the one with the
Foul Children or the Doodle Monster, zwoop! Gwen was transported to the next "world". So that was kind of disappointing.
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Another factor was that it was a little too disjointed. I know that's the point but...still...a little more cohesion would have helped
the plot immensely. But overall it's a fun game that I would recommend for one sitting and saving often if you play.

My game crashed once towards the end - an error message popped up- and I was able to restart it from my last save point and
finish the game without further issue.. It feels like a very nice Parkour game, i like the added grabling hook gameplay, Swing
around like Tarzan :)
Very simplistic graphics, smoothe gameplay. If you enjoy some parkour puzzles that feels good, you should get this game.

quick look at first level
https://youtu.be/d9cPmwbCNEI. cheap boring trash. My first impression:
Long night indeed looks and feels like the old horror adventures I used to love during the Playstation era. I am not very far in the
game (I hope), but I am already certain, that I will finish it.

A few (unsorted) notes:
- The controls are as good or as bad as most action adventures of the era Long Night tries to connect to.
- There is no combat. Think Clocktower, not Resident Evil.
- There is little explanation of the health system. Sometimes I die, sometimes I don't.
- You can turn off checkpoints (there are save points, make sure to memorize the locations) and interaction popups (tapping
A\/X while bumbing along the wall is back, yay). This replaces a difficulty system and greatly improves immersion.
- The game is not dubbed.
- Story is represented by short visual novel style films.
- Make sure you are a quick reader! The text in the videos is so fast, reading the text, looking at the picture and understanding
what's going on can be a pain.
- There is a lot of text to read. Books, notes, journals, diaries. You can also click on most items and read a description. This is a
feature most modern games are missing. Yes, I want to read more about that picture on the wall, that plate on the table and that
empty bed with smelly sheets. Well done!
- Most of the text was obviously not written by an English native speaker. This might be bad for some, but it brings back the
charme of the genre ca. 2000, when all games like this came from Japan, with weird translations. This one however, rather
sounds like good French English... and I was right, it's a French developer!
- You can freely roam the camp, as free as you can roam any place in a horror game at least.
- As the main cast is a bunch of teens, be ready for a lot of teen tropes.
- There is an actual inventory.
- I spent 88 minutes in the game without finding a map. The camp is not that big, but...
- ...the camera angles do not really help in finding my way and knowing where I am. I actually have no idea of the geometry of
that camp, thanks to that camera. Like I said, the game reproduces a late 90's charme, including those fun details we actually
never missed. EDIT: According to the comments, there is a map. Thanks to Choux.

The first five minutes were full of "Ugh, the visuals!" and "Err, controls...", but then it was like "Aaaah, I missed it!"

Best five bucks I have spent in a while!. its really fun, but im also having connecting issues. but i did finally get to have a decent
game got killed in about 6:30 in tho...
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This is my first ever review of a game. I like short, fun, platform games that have an old school feel. This game is fun, I am 44
and like platform games from the 80's this game is a fun little time waster. It can be frustrating as all get out. The fun little thing
is once you get it right, it replays the level showing all your other attempts like a little auto rolling level run. After the 19th
attempt there are quite alot of little ninjas running along. At under a $ well worth the money.. quot;But like, what if Mario were
more like that rave I go to on the weekends?"
If you're still interested, don't worry: it gets weirder.
Just enjoy the beats and maybe don't worry about the stage challenges your first go around. Things get hard enough fast.. This
game was and is my favourite tactical WWII game out there. Because of this, I thought to myself, why not make a review of it?
So there I go with my feels about this game.

Pros:
+strategy based (not YOLO)
+gameplay
+storyline (Joe H. is telling the Marshall this after it all happened)
+multiplayer

Cons:
-AI sometimes does stupid things like going in front of the cover and not behind it
-just a few people play this game (I know it is old, but you get my point)

I had a hard time playing this game on difficult or authentic but I still enjoyed playing it.

For me, it is 8/10.

Old, but Gold.. I've owned a couple prior versions of Airport Madness, and this is definitely the best by far. The new tower view
makes the game so much more enthralling and fun than the others. Stellar work!. Great game. A lot levels and logic puzzles. I
am using my PC xbox360 controller and great to control the marble.. Knack is a one trick pony, there are only like 3 puzzles and
they are shuffled and repeated all together, the whole gimmick is you go right with left click and jump with right click, It's the
most basic of puzzle platformers and it's done so poorly, it's one of those achievement games that give you like 10 achievements
a minute, yeah, it's dumb, I didn't like it, I don't know what all the hype was about, the graphics were just shapes
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